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She would know the world of vengeful gods and monsters,
and the lengths one would go for love. And nothing would
ever be the same for her again. Gifted thief Romeria has
flourished from her days as a street kid pilfering wallets to
survive. Now she thrives, stealing jewels from the rich under
the involuntary employ of New York City’s most notorious
crime boss. But when an enigmatic woman secures her
services at swordpoint, Romeria is plunged into a startling
realm of opposing thrones, warring elven, and elemental
magic she cannot begin to fathom. Her quest is
straightforward: Steal a stone from Islor’s sacred garden
without anyone discovering her true identity, which would
earn her certain death. But the identity she has inexplicably
assumed is that of the captured Ybarisan princess—an enemy
to Islor after she poisoned their beloved king and queen on
the day she was to marry the prince. Her betrothed, the newly
crowned King Zander, detests her with every grain of his
handsome being. Fortunately for Romeria, she is more
valuable to him alive than dead. Zander gives her a choice:
life in a cell, or an acquittal of all charges in exchange for her
help in exposing the growing plot against him. Romeria sees
no other option and embraces the tricky role of smitten queento-be until she can escape, a ruse that brings her far closer to
the king than she anticipated and threatens more than her
safety. As she digs deeper into this sacred garden and the
ancient feud between Ybaris and Islor, she discovers
monstrous truths that could spell ruin for all.
Claire Gracen finally has the life she’s always wanted: A
career she loves, a man who’s willing to do any and
everything for her, and friends that show her the true meaning
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of the word ‘friendship.’ As she and Jonathan prepare to
make the ultimate commitment to one another and plan the
wedding of her dreams, she quickly realizes that the hurtful
past she left behind in Pittsburgh is a lot closer than she
thought.
Let New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught who
“is in a class by herself” (USA TODAY) sweep you off your
feet and into another time with her sensual, passionate, and
spellbinding historical romance classics, featuring her
“unique magic” (RT Book Reviews). Across the vast ocean
sailed Victoria Seaton, a free-spirited American beauty left
suddenly orphaned and alone. Eager to claim her long-lost
heritage, she was amazed at the formal elegance of
Wakefield, the sumptuous English estate of her distant
cousin...the notorious Lord Jason Fielding. Sought after at
plays, operas, and balls by London's most fashionable ladies,
Jason remained a mystery to Victoria. Bewildered by his
arrogant demeanor, yet drawn to his panther-like grace, she
came to sense the searingly painful memories that smoldered
in the depths of his jade-green eyes. Unable to resist her
spitfire charm, Jason gathered her at last into his powerful
arms, ravishing her lips with his kisses, arousing in her a
sweet, insistent hunger. Wed in desire, they were enfolded in
a fierce, consuming joy, free at last from the past's cruel
grasp. Then, in a moment of blinding anguish, Victoria
discovered the shocking treachery that lay at the heart of their
love...a love she had dreamed would triumph.
A steamy collection of bestselling romance stories from New
York Times bestselling author, Whitney G. This set includes
Reasonable Doubt (Full Series), Turbulence, and Naughty
Boss.
I should've never agreed to this arrangement... Thirty days
ago, my boss (Mr. Wolf of Wall Street), came to me with an
offer I couldn't refuse: Sign my name on the dotted line and
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pretend to be his fiancée for one month. If I agreed, he would
let me out of my employment contract with a "very generous"
severance package. The rules were pretty simple: No intimate
kissing, no actual sex. Just pretend to love each other for the
press, even though I've secretly wanted to knock that sexy
smirk off his face since the first day we met. I definitely didn't
need to think twice about this. I signed my name and started
counting down the seconds to when I would never have to
deal with his special brand of ass-holery again. I only made it
to one minute... We argued the entire four-hour flight to his
hometown, failed to make a convincing impression with the
welcoming press, and right when I was about to knock that
arrogant look off his face in real life? He purposely dropped
his bath towel in front of me, distracting me with his nine-inch
cock to "show me who the bigger person was" in our
relationship. Then he gave me his trademark smirk once
again and asked if I wanted to consummate our marriage.
Tragically, this is only day one. We still have 29 more days to
go...
I hate him… I hate that I fell in love with him, I hate that he
didn’t love me back, and I hate the fact that I just made a lifealtering decision just so I could get the hell away from him.
He’d always said that he was unchangeable, heartless, and
cold… I really should’ve believed him…
**Note: This is not a standalone or a novel. It's the previously
unpublished epilogue to "Sincerely, Carter"**Just friends.
We're just friends. No, wait. We're no longer just best
friends...
My boyfriend is an asshole. A pure, one of a kind, I-wish-Iwas-making-this-up asshole. Every year, I write "Dump his
ass" as my most important resolution, but I've never done it.
Until now. Well, kind of ... Instead of showing up to our
"secret" engagement party, I've shown up to the
airport--ready and willing to go wherever the next flight is
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bound. Determined to keep and fulfill all of my resolutions, I'm
proud of myself for finally striking out on my own. Until I never
make it to my final destination. Until the sexy stranger who sat
next to me on the plane changes everything. Until my "last
resolution" is fulfilled a lot earlier than I thought...
My cock has an appetite.A huge and very particular appetite:
Blonde, curvy, and preferably not a fucking liar...(Although,
that's a story for another day.)As a high profile lawyer, I don't
have time to waste on relationships, so I fulfill my needs by
anonymously chatting and sleeping with women I meet
online.My rules are simple: One dinner. One night. No
repeats.This is only casual sex. Nothing more. Nothing
less.At least it was, until "Alyssa"...She was supposed to be a
27 year old lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely
unattractive. She was supposed to be someone I shared law
advice with late at night, someone I could trust with details of
my weekly escapades.But then she came into my firm for an
interview--a college-intern interview, and everything fucking
changed...**Book 1 in a three part Erotic Romance Serial.**
I hate him... I hate that I fell in love with him, I hate that he
didn't love me back, and I hate the fact that I just made a lifealtering decision just so I could get the hell away from him.
He'd always said that he was unchangeable, heartless, and
cold... I really should've believed him... **Final book in the
Reasonable Doubt series**
**Book Two in the Mid Life Love series** If you ask me if
Jonathan Statham makes me happy, I'll say 'Absolutely. He's
the man of my dreams and I can't wait to marry him.' If you
ask me why my ex-husband Ryan is currently one inch away
from me—staring into my eyes and pressing his hand against
my cheek, I'll say, 'I have no fucking idea…' Claire Gracen
finally has the life she's always wanted: A career she loves, a
man who's willing to do any and everything for her, and
friends that show her the true meaning of the word
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'friendship.' As she and Jonathan prepare to make the
ultimate commitment to one another and plan the wedding of
her dreams, she quickly realizes that the hurtful past she left
behind in Pittsburgh is a lot closer than she thought. Sexy,
unpredictable, and as charmingly clever as Mid Life Love, 'At
Last' will captivate you from the first page and never let you
go.
He definitely wasn't supposed to get that email... Subject: My
Boss. Have I already told you that I hate my boss today?
Sexy as hell or not, this pompous, arrogant, ASSHOLE asked
me to pick up his dry cleaning the second I walked through
the door. Then he told me that I needed to take his Jaguar to
a car wash that was ten miles outside of the city, but only
after I needed to stand in a never-ending line to buy some
type of limited, hundred-dollar watch. I honestly can't wait to
see the look on his face two months from now when I tell him
that I'm quitting his company and that he can kiss my ass.
KISS. MY. ASS. All those former fantasies about him kissing
me with his "mouth of perfection" or bending me over my
desk and filling me with his cock are long over. OVER. Your
bestie, Mya PS--Please tell me your day is going better than
mine... Subject: Re: My Boss. No, you haven't already told
me that you hate your boss today, but seeing as though
you've sent me this email directly, I know now... Yes, I did ask
you to pick up my dry cleaning the second you arrived to work
to day. (Where is it?) And I did tell you to take my Jaguar to
the car wash and pick up my thousand-dollar watch. (Thank
you for taking five hours to do something that could be
accomplished in two.) You don't have to wait two months from
now to see the look on my face when you tell me you're
quitting. I'm standing outside your office at this very moment.
( Open the door. ) No comment on your "fantasies," although I
highly doubt they're "long over." Your boss, Michael PS--Yes.
My day is definitely going far better than yours...
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Today is officially the worst day of my life... I woke up five
hours late after a reckless one-night stand with the sexiest,
cockiest, and most arrogant man I've ever met. (And this
asshole actually left a note: I think you were lying to me about
being "experienced" last night. You orgasmed three times,
and that was before we made it to your bedroom. I also find it
hard to believe you "usually wear silk or lingerie." Your
drawers are all full of cotton granny panties--The best man
you've ever fucked...) My top two clients for my PR company
left to my number one competitor, my roommate 'accidentally'
bleached my favorite suit, and my favorite coffee shop was
shut down for "health concerns." Still, none of those things
dimmed my excitement for what was supposed to be the best
four o'clock signing session of my career. I was on the verge
of signing the highest paying client in my company's history,
taking on a so-called "impossible" job that no publicist had
been able to handle. But at four o'clock, there was no athlete,
television personality, or celebrity. Instead, that sexy, arrogant
one-night stand stepped into my office with a familiar smirk
and introduced himself as my new, cocky client...
2019 National Indie Excellence Award winner for Romantic
Comedy.Paige has everything she thinks she wants.Nick
might be the one thing she really needs.Sometimes the best
dreams are the ones you didn't know you had.Dr. Paige Ellis
has worked hard to make her dreams come true. But
somewhere along the way, she lost something importantherself.Luckily, her dead grandmother is still looking out for
her.When Paige returns home to fulfill her Nana's last
request, she comes face-to-face with an annoying blast from
her past. Not only does Nick Collins know just which buttons
to push to make Paige crazy, but he also might be the one
thing Paige has convinced herself she doesn't need.Can
Nana and Nick persuade an overachieving workaholic that
love might be the best medicine after all?If you enjoy enemiesPage 6/20
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to-lovers RomComs, you'll fall for TURN THE PAIGE.
Because love hurts. But it's kind of funny.Start reading now!A
2019 Readers' Favorite Silver Medal winner for Chick Lit
To be convicted of a crime in the United States, a person
must be proven guilty “beyond a reasonable doubt.” But what
is reasonable doubt? Even sophisticated legal experts find
this fundamental doctrine difficult to explain. In this accessible
book, James Q. Whitman digs deep into the history of the law
and discovers that we have lost sight of the original purpose
of “reasonable doubt.” It was not originally a legal rule at all,
he shows, but a theological one. The rule as we understand it
today is intended to protect the accused. But Whitman traces
its history back through centuries of Christian theology and
common-law history to reveal that the original concern was to
protect the souls of jurors. In Christian tradition, a person who
experienced doubt yet convicted an innocent defendant was
guilty of a mortal sin. Jurors fearful for their own souls were
reassured that they were safe, as long as their doubts were
not “reasonable.” Today, the old rule of reasonable doubt
survives, but it has been turned to different purposes. The
result is confusion for jurors, and a serious moral challenge
for our system of justice.
In the stories of Big Bad, the mundane meets the mysterious,
and the comedic collides with the catastrophic.

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A grand,
devastating portrait of three generations of the
Sackler family, famed for their philanthropy, whose
fortune was built by Valium and whose reputation
was destroyed by OxyContin. From the prize-winning
and bestselling author of Say Nothing, as featured in
the HBO documentary Crime of the Century. The
Sackler name adorns the walls of many storied
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institutions—Harvard, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Oxford, the Louvre. They are one of the richest
families in the world, known for their lavish donations
to the arts and the sciences. The source of the family
fortune was vague, however, until it emerged that
the Sacklers were responsible for making and
marketing a blockbuster painkiller that was the
catalyst for the opioid crisis. Empire of Pain begins
with the story of three doctor brothers, Raymond,
Mortimer and the incalculably energetic Arthur, who
weathered the poverty of the Great Depression and
appalling anti-Semitism. Working at a barbaric
mental institution, Arthur saw a better way and
conducted groundbreaking research into drug
treatments. He also had a genius for marketing,
especially for pharmaceuticals, and bought a small
ad firm. Arthur devised the marketing for Valium, and
built the first great Sackler fortune. He purchased a
drug manufacturer, Purdue Frederick, which would
be run by Raymond and Mortimer. The brothers
began collecting art, and wives, and grand
residences in exotic locales. Their children and
grandchildren grew up in luxury. Forty years later,
Raymond’s son Richard ran the family-owned
Purdue. The template Arthur Sackler created to sell
Valium—co-opting doctors, influencing the FDA,
downplaying the drug’s addictiveness—was
employed to launch a far more potent product:
OxyContin. The drug went on to generate some
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thirty-five billion dollars in revenue, and to launch a
public health crisis in which hundreds of thousands
would die. This is the saga of three generations of a
single family and the mark they would leave on the
world, a tale that moves from the bustling streets of
early twentieth-century Brooklyn to the seaside
palaces of Greenwich, Connecticut, and Cap
d’Antibes to the corridors of power in Washington,
D.C. Empire of Pain chronicles the multiple
investigations of the Sacklers and their company,
and the scorched-earth legal tactics that the family
has used to evade accountability. The history of the
Sackler dynasty is rife with drama—baroque personal
lives; bitter disputes over estates; fistfights in
boardrooms; glittering art collections; Machiavellian
courtroom maneuvers; and the calculated use of
money to burnish reputations and crush the less
powerful. Empire of Pain is a masterpiece of
narrative reporting and writing, exhaustively
documented and ferociously compelling. It is a
portrait of the excesses of America’s second Gilded
Age, a study of impunity among the super elite and a
relentless investigation of the naked greed and
indifference to human suffering that built one of the
world’s great fortunes.
"I backed toward the door, shaken by all that he
knew about me, the position I put myself in. My
family, my reputation, my career, maybe my life, all
in the hands of these people. The worst part was
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that I wanted the same thing they wanted and had
sunk to their depths to get it." As coronavirus rages
through South Dakota, a newspaper editor blasts the
Republican governor's hands-off approach while
forming an ethically dubious alliance with a
Democratic mayor. When the editor's son joins a
potential state champion football team and militia
members attack the mayor's policies, the editor is
caught in the crossfire, exploring how far he can go
before his own freedom is in doubt. THE COVID
CHRONICLES, a debut novel by award-winning
journalist Stu Whitney, examines political
partisanship and pandemic fatigue, probing the
question of whether America returning to normal is
as appealing as it seems.
Named a best book of 2020 by the New York Times
and Kirkus Reviews “A smart, timely, deeply
disturbing and essential book by a veteran scholar
and leading expert on the criminal legal system. . . .
This is not a Black crisis but a national emergency.”
—The New York Times Book Review About 170,000
Black Americans have died in homicides just since
the year 2000. Violence takes more years of life from
Black men than cancer, stroke, and diabetes
combined; a young Black man in the United States
has a fifteen times greater chance of dying from
violence than his white counterpart. Even Black
women suffer violent death at a higher rate than
white men, despite homicide’s usual gender
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patterns. Yet while the country has been rightly
outraged by the recent spate of police killings of
Black Americans, the shocking amount of
“everyday” violence that plagues African American
communities receives far less attention, and has
nearly disappeared as a target of public policy. As
the acclaimed criminologist Elliott Currie makes
clear, this pervasive violence is a direct result of the
continuing social and economic marginalization of
many Black communities in America. Those
conditions help perpetuate a level of preventable
trauma and needless suffering that has no
counterpart anywhere in the developed world.
Compelling and accessible, drawing on a rich array
of both classic and contemporary research, A
Peculiar Indifference describes the dimensions and
consequences of this enduring emergency, explains
its causes, and offers an urgent plea for longoverdue social action to end it.
Reasonable DoubtWhitGBooks
She lied to me... She betrayed the one rule that I'm
most adamant about: Honesty. Complete and utter
fucking honesty. I really wish she was someone elsesomeone who didn't have the ability to make me feel,
someone I could easily discard like the hundreds of
women before her. She isn't. I'm drawn to her like
I've never been drawn to a woman before-completely
captivated by the very sight of her. But unfortunately,
with my past slowly re-surfacing for all of the world to
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see, I'll have to find a way to let her go. She can
never be mine.
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A
screaming comes across the sky. . .” A few months
after the Germans’ secret V-2 rocket bombs begin
falling on London, British Intelligence discovers that
a map of the city pinpointing the sexual conquests of
one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S. Army,
corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2
impact sites. The implications of this discovery will
launch Slothrop on an amazing journey across wartorn Europe, fleeing an international cabal of militaryindustrial superpowers, in search of the mysterious
Rocket 00000, through a wildly comic extravaganza
that has been hailed in The New Republic as “the
most profound and accomplished American novel
since the end of World War II.”
This exploration of an early phase of scientific
language study provides readers with a unique
perspective on Victorian intellectual life as well as on
the transatlantic roots of modern linguistic theory.
Chosen as one of fifteen remarkable books by
women that are shaping the way we read and write
in the 21st century by the book critics of The New
York Times "Funny...odd, original, and nearly
unclassifiable...unlike any novel I can think
of."—David Haglund, The New York Times Book
Review "Brutally honest and stylistically inventive,
cerebral, and sexy."—San Francisco Chronicle
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Named a Book of the Year by The New York Times
Book Review, The New Yorker, San Francisco
Chronicle, Salon, Flavorpill, The New Republic, The
New York Observer, The Huffington Post A raw,
startling, genre-defying novel of friendship, sex, and
love in the new millennium—a compulsive read that's
like "spending a day with your new best friend"
(Bookforum) Reeling from a failed marriage, Sheila,
a twentysomething playwright, finds herself unsure
of how to live and create. When Margaux, a talented
painter and free spirit, and Israel, a sexy and
depraved artist, enter her life, Sheila hopes that
through close—sometimes too close—observation of
her new friend, her new lover, and herself, she might
regain her footing in art and life. Using transcribed
conversations, real emails, plus heavy doses of
fiction, the brilliant and always innovative Sheila Heti
crafts a work that is part literary novel, part self-help
manual, and part bawdy confessional. It's a totally
shameless and dynamic exploration into the way we
live now, which breathes fresh wisdom into the
eternal questions: What is the sincerest way to love?
What kind of person should you be?
"Part detective story, part social commentary, part
intellectual autobiography, part philosophical analysis,
this is a jury book unlike any other."—Anthony Kronman,
Sterling Professor of Law and former Dean, Yale Law
School "[Norma Thompson] teaches us, brilliantly and
painlessly, why judging, as opposed to simply knowing,
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is an essential part of a responsible human existence,
recounting the trials and crimes and moral dilemmas of
antiquity and classical tradition in a stunningly original
reading."—Abraham D. Sofaer, Senior Fellow, Hoover
Institution, and former United States District Judge In
2001, Norma Thompson served on the jury in a murder
trial in New Haven, Connecticut. In Unreasonable Doubt,
Thompson dramatically depicts the jury's deliberations,
which ended in a deadlock. As foreperson, she pondered
the behavior of some of her fellow jurors that led to the
trial's termination in a hung jury. Blending personal
memoir, social analysis, and literary criticism, she
addresses the evasion of judgment she witnessed during
deliberations and relates that evasion to contemporary
political, social, and legal affairs. She then assembles an
imaginary jury of Tocqueville, Plato, and Jane Austen,
among others, to show how the writings of these authors
can help model responsible habits of deliberation.
Why has China grown so fast for so long despite vast
corruption? In China's Gilded Age, Yuen Yuen Ang
argues that not all types of corruption hurt growth, nor do
they cause the same kind of harm. Ang unbundles
corruption into four varieties: petty theft, grand theft,
speed money, and access money. While the first three
types impede growth, access money - elite exchanges of
power and profit - cuts both ways: it stimulates
investment and growth but produces serious risks for the
economy and political system. Since market opening,
corruption in China has evolved toward access money.
Using a range of data sources, the author explains the
evolution of Chinese corruption, how it differs from the
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West and other developing countries, and how Xi's anticorruption campaign could affect growth and
governance. In this formidable yet accessible book, Ang
challenges one-dimensional measures of corruption. By
unbundling the problem and adopting a comparativehistorical lens, she reveals that the rise of capitalism was
not accompanied by the eradication of corruption, but
rather by its evolution from thuggery and theft to access
money. In doing so, she changes the way we think about
corruption and capitalism, not only in China but around
the world.
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences
of a war-weary royal compelled by visions, a highborn
youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who
is desperate to save her impoverished house.
"Edited by Max Schumann, Director of Printed Matter,
and with a foreword and afterword by art writer and
Colab member Walter Robinson, the book traces the
output of Collaborative Projects Inc. (aka Colab), the
highly energetic gathering of young New York downtown
artists active from the late 1970’s through the mid
1980’s."--Printed Matter website.
Let New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught
who “is in a class by herself” (USA TODAY) sweep you
off your feet and into another time with her sensual,
passionate, and spellbinding historical romance classics,
featuring her “unique magic” (RT Book Reviews)—now
available for the first time on ebook. A saucy spitfire who
has grown into a ravishing young woman, Whitney Stone
returns from her triumphant time in Paris society to
England. She plans on marrying her childhood
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sweetheart, only to discover she has been bargained
away by her bankrupt father to the arrogant and alluring
Clayton Westmoreland, the Duke of Claymore.
Outraged, she defies her new lord. But even as his
smoldering passion seduces her into a gathering storm
of desire, Whitney cannot—will not—relinquish her dream
of perfect love. Rich with emotion, brimming with
laughter and tears, Whitney, My Love is “the ultimate
love story, one you can dream about forever” (RT Book
Reviews).
A short continuation of Jake & Gillian's love story from
the USA Today Bestselling novel, Turbulence.
**The full series all in one sexy, thrilling set!** The man I
fell in love with is a f-cking liar... I don't have much time
to reveal all the details, but I will say this: The "Woman
disappears after wedding" and "Woman flees after
honeymoon" headlines are lying. I'm not missing. I didn't
run away after my wedding. I would've never run away
right after our amazing honeymoon. My husband has
taken me. No, correction: He's kidnapped me because
he claims that "its what's best." That I'm a mere pawn in
his twisted game of chess. Despite the fact that my heart
is still tethered to his, or the fact that he's still the most
gorgeous and beautiful man I've ever met in my life (he
can still make me wet with a single sentence), I have to
focus on getting away from him. I have to accept that
he's no longer the man I fell in love with. He's the king of
lies...
Selected from Mark Twain's typescript.

The man I fell in love with is a f-cking liar... I don't
have much time to reveal all the details, but I will say
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this: The "Woman disappears after wedding" and
"Woman flees after honeymoon" headlines are lying.
I'm not missing. I didn't run away after my wedding. I
would've never run away right after our amazing
honeymoon. My husband has taken me. No,
correction: He's kidnapped me because he claims
that "its what's best." That I'm a mere pawn in his
twisted game of chess. Despite the fact that my
heart is still tethered to his, or the fact that he's still
the most gorgeous and beautiful man I've ever met
in my life (he can still make me wet with a single
sentence), I have to focus on getting away from him.
I have to accept that he's no longer the man I fell in
love with. He's the king of lies... King of Lies is the
first episode in the Empire of Lies series.
The New York Times Bestseller! After decades of
silence, Robyn Crawford, close friend, collaborator,
and confidante of Whitney Houston, shares her
story. Whitney Houston is as big a superstar as the
music business has ever known. She exploded on
the scene in 1985 with her debut album and spent
the next two decades dominating the charts and
capturing the hearts of fans around the world. One
person was there by her side through it all—her best
friend, Robyn Crawford. Since Whitney’s death in
2012, Robyn has stayed out of the limelight and held
the great joys, wild adventures, and hard truths of
her life with Whitney close to her heart. Now, for the
first time ever, Crawford opens up in her memoir, A
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Song for You. With warmth, candor, and an
impressive recall of detail, Robyn describes the two
meeting as teenagers in the 1980s, and how their
lives and friendship evolved as Whitney recorded her
first album and Robyn pursued her promising
Division I basketball career. Together during
countless sold-out world tours, behind the scenes as
hit after hit was recorded, through Whitney’s
marriage and the birth of her daughter, the two
navigated often challenging families, great loves,
and painful losses, always supporting each other
with laughter and friendship. Deeply personal and
heartfelt, A Song for You is the vital, honest, and
previously untold story that provides an
understanding of the complex life of Whitney
Houston. Finally, the person who knew her best sets
the record straight.
Drawing on cases, Stark identifies the problems with
our current approach to domestic violence, outlines
the components of coercive control, and then uses
this alternate framework to analyse the cases of
battered women charged with criminal offenses
directed at their abusers.
Subject: Delete this message after you read it... Dear
Hayley, I'm assuming you're still hungover, so I'll
make this brief. Last night, you slipped under my
sheets (without my permission), and we almost had
sex. I got the hell out of the bed once I realized it
was you, and I took you home. That's the story. The
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end. Period. Just in case you've forgotten, you're my
best friend's little sister. We will never be anything
more. (We can't be anything more.) Our previous
friendship is still unresolved--or "over" in your terms,
so I'd prefer if we worked on becoming 'just friends'
again since you're in town. Nonetheless, I'm not a
man who leaves questions unanswered--even the
drunken ones, so to properly close our inappropriate
conversation: 1) Yes, I liked the way your lips felt
against mine when you were on top of me. 2) Yes, I
do "prefer" rough sex, but I'm pretty sure I wasn't
rough with you. 3) No, I had no idea you were still a
virgin... This message never happened, Corey
Once upon a time, there wasn't a song. Then,
sometime later, there was. "How the $&%! did that
happen?" you might ask. How to Write a Song (Even
If You've Never Written One Before and You Think
You Suck) is the definitive, no-nonsense and 100%
beginner-proof guide to writing original songs.
Whether you're a complete beginner or a more
experienced songwriter looking to improve your
songwriting process, How to Write a Song... walks
you through a powerful, stimulating but simple
process you can use to create great songs, time
after time. It's not a formula. It's not a songwriting
'method'. You'll craft every single note and word of
your song. You'll write in any style you like.
Meanwhile, you'll learn not just what to do but why
you're doing it - so you can use those skills in every
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other song you create. You'll be guided step-by-step
through how to find a great song idea, how to
choose an effective title, how to craft a solid lyric,
how to write catchy melodies and grooves, and how
to combine all of those parts effectively into a
complete song. And best of all, literally all you need
get started is some basic experience on piano or
guitar, or with a Digital Audio Workstation like Logic,
Ableton or GarageBand. Everything else is inside.
The complete New York Times Bestselling serial,
now available in one book! My c*ck has an appetite.
A huge and very particular appetite: Blonde, curvy,
and preferably not a fucking liar...(Although, that's a
story for another day.) As a high profile lawyer, I
don't have time to waste on relationships, so I fulfill
my needs by anonymously chatting and sleeping
with women I meet online. My rules are simple: One
dinner. One night. No repeats. This is only casual
sex. Nothing more. Nothing less. At least it was, until
"Alyssa"...She was supposed to be a 27 year old
lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely unattractive.
She was supposed to be someone I shared law
advice with late at night, someone I could trust with
details of my weekly escapades. But then she came
into my firm for an interview--a college-intern
interview, and everything fucking changed...
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